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Financial Records for Farmers’ 
Creameries1
By Frank Robotka2 and J. M. Cowden3
IM PO RTAN CE OF ACCO U NTING  RECORDS
Although accounting records are needed to facilitate the trans­
action o f current business with commercial and financial agencies, 
we are here concerned primarily with their importance in con­
nection with the internal administration o f the business. Account­
ing data are probably the most important source of information 
for studying and analyzing the business. T o be efficient, the 
management of a business must pay continuous attention to the 
behavior o f important efficiency factors, such as mechanical losses, 
overruns, cost of assemblying and manufacturing butterfat, and 
factors that cause variations in such costs. Factors affecting the 
sales value o f the product, such as costs o f marketing, choice of 
market outlets, quality o f the product and others, also affect a 
creamery’s competitive position in the industry.
Since reliable accounting data are necessary in deciding man­
agerial policies, analysis o f the business becomes especially valu­
able when comparisons o f important efficiency factors are made 
periodically and particularly when the results are compared with 
those of other creameries. Such comparisons, however, are likely 
to be significant only if the records are kept on a uniform basis.
SPECIAL ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS IN 
COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS
Although the foregoing is as true of a private as o f a coopera­
tive business, successful operation o f a cooperative calls for strict 
accounting for additional reasons.
1 Project 383 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. This bulletin super­
sedes Circular 106, “ Financial Records for Country Creameries,”  published in 1927. 
Although parts of the former circular have been revised, most of the material in this 
bulletin has been completely rewritten. Close observation of the use of the system 
in a considerable number of creameries during the past 10 years has, however, sug­
gested only a limited number of minor revisions in the accounting system itself. 
These have been incorporated in the system described herein.
2 Professor of agricultural economics, Department of Economics and Sociology.
3 Extension assistant professor, Dairy Marketing.
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In a cooperative organization, the interest of the patron in a 
transaction may continue not only to the end of the month or to 
the end o f the year, but it may not be entirely satisfied until he 
participates equitably in the assets in case o f  termination o f mem­
bership, reorganization or dissolution. Because a cooperative 
operates for the benefit o f the patron, its records must show clearly 
what his interest may be, not only in current settlements, but in any 
periodic adjustments thereof and in accumulated assets.
Delegation of Authority Involves Accountability
In a cooperative, the patrons participate not only in income and 
expense but also in control. In such an organization, ultimate 
authority resides in the member-patron. It is by his decision that 
the organization is established, and the ultimate responsibility of 
determining major objectives and policies rests with him. Sound­
ness of his decisions largely depends upon the amount and kind 
o f information he demands and receives and the use he makes o f it.
A fter he has decided on the major policies and objectives, he 
must o f necessity delegate authority to the board of directors to 
do what may be necessary to attain the chosen objectives. The 
board o f directors, then, must decide on how the objectives are to 
be attained. They, in turn, will delegate such authority to the 
manager as is necessary for the execution o f policies designed to 
achieve the desired objectives.
An important consideration in connection with the delegation of 
authority is the accountability which accompanies it. The man­
ager is accountable to the board of directors and they in turn to 
the members. This accountability is real, both in an ethical and 
in a legal sense. Members must know, in detail, how the trust 
they have delegated has been discharged, in order to function in­
telligently in determining major policies and objectives.
Conversely, directors, officials and employees, having accepted 
such trust, are obligated to show clearly the manner in. which the 
trust has been discharged. They stand charged with this responsi­
bility until it is satisfactorily discharged— or until they have given 
“ an accounting o f their stewardship.”
'Success of a cooperative depends to a large extent on confidence 
on the part of the members in the organization and its manage­
ment. Perhaps nothing contributes more to the establishment of 
such a basis o f confidence than 'the feeling on the members’ part
4
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that they are constantly being kept apprised of the satisfactory 
handling of their interests.
Equity and Fair Dealing
Whereas the customer of a private business has no claim either 
on the organization or on the other patrons if he has not been dealt 
with on the same basis as other patrons, the patron of a coopera­
tive organization is entitled to participate on an equal basis with 
all other patrons. This consideration of equity- applies to all the 
patrons— not only at a given time, but at different times. Perhaps 
nothing is more destructive of confidence among members than a 
feeling o f suspicion that discrimination is practiced, either inten­
tionally or because of inequitable methods o f dealing with patrons.
Maintaining a satisfactory status o f understanding and confi­
dence among members is facilitated if most of the patrons are 
able to maintain frequent personal contacts with their organiza­
tion. As the trade areas of many of our cooperatives are becom­
ing larger and larger because of improvements in roads and trans­
portation methods, maintaining such personal contacts is becoming 
increasingly difficult. Hence, the management is forced to rely 
more and more on the dissemination o f accounting reports and 
other information as a means of maintaining membership confi­
dence and good will.
Many cooperatives have experienced difficulties in establishing 
their status with reference to income tax because of inadequate 
records. Moreover, the administration of social security and other 
state and federal acts imposes additional accounting requirements 
on cooperative organizations.
A U D ITIN G
Regardless of how well records are kept, accounting functions 
cannot be said to be fully performed until records and reports have 
been approved by a competent and disinterested third party outside 
the organization.
Auditing is highly technical work, and only experienced per­
sons specially trained for the work should be considered. Any 
examination of the records short of a professional audit may create 
a false sense of security.
Some of the reasons for having the books audited annually by 
an expert are:
5
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First, few of the members are competent to judge as to the ade­
quacy o f the accounting work being done. Bookkeeping work is 
frequently delegated to individuals who are inadequately trained 
for the work. Any faults in the records or accounting practice 
are almost certain to result in reports that do not portray or reveal 
the true state o f affairs. Important as audits are for the purpose 
o f detecting fraud, incorrect records and reports are more often 
the result o f inadequate accounting than fraud.
Even though the accounting work is excellent, errors may still 
occur. In any case, even ordinary justifiable business optimism 
on the part o f the management may result in unintentional bias.
An audit by a competent accountant familiar with the type of 
business should be o f considerable benefit to the management 
itself. I f  the records meet such scrutiny, it should be a source of 
considerable gratification to the management; and if unsound 
practices are being followed or if errors have occurred, their dis­
covery in ample time may avert difficulties, the cumulative effect 
of which might mean ultimate disaster. Moreover, auditors 
familiar with a given line o f  business should be in a position to 
make suggestions and contribute valuable information based on 
the experience and performance o f a large number of similar 
organizations.
COSTS OF AUDITING
Perhaps the most common reason why creameries do not have 
their books audited more often is because they consider the cost 
too high. Usually the cost of the audit depends upon the kind 
of audit made and upon the condition of the records. Moreover, 
the cooperative creamery business itself is somewhat more com­
plicated than a mercantile or marketing business.
The so-called balance sheet audit usually costs less than the 
detailed audit. The former verifies the financial statement and 
involves considerably less work than a complete detailed exam­
ination o f the transactions and verification of the calculations and 
extensions. The detailed audit is the most thorough, but the 
less detailed balance-sheet audit will in many cases serve the 
purpose.
Incomplete, inadequate or poorly kept records not only increase 
the cost of auditing but resulting reports may be less reliable 
than those based on complete and adequate records. Auditors
6
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frequently are required to do a considerable amount of book­
keeping work, which could be done much more economically at 
bookkeepers’ wages than at auditors’ rates.
T oo  often ■ an audit is made only at irregular intervals, when 
irregularities are suspected or when the business and records have 
become hopelessly involved. A fter the books have been audited 
1 or 2 years, subsequent audits should involve less work, particu­
larly if the auditor’s suggestions for improving the bookkeeping 
methods are put into practice.
Standardization of accounting systems and practices would 
also tend to reduce auditing costs.
In any case, the audit should be regarded as insurance or as a 
preventive o f possible difficulties and losses, rather than as a 
means o f ascertaining their extent or fixing the responsibility 
after they have occurred. Most important o f all, the audit should 
be regarded as a means o f creating a sense of security and of 
promoting confidence and good will. The latter considerations 
too often are neglected, and the cost o f the audit is regarded as a 
useless expense unless irregularities or important errors are dis­
covered.
DESCRIPTION OF T H E  SYSTEM
The system of financial records described in this bulletin was 
devised :
(1 ) To make available a system of financial records adapted 
to the needs o f local country creameries, particularly those oper­
ating on a cooperative basis.
(2 ) T o promote uniformity in creamery accounting practice.
(3 ) T o make available adequate and comparable data for the 
establishment o f efficiency standards and to facilitate making com­
parative analyses o f creamery business operations.
This bulletin does not describe all of the records needed to make 
up a complete system of records for a creamery. A  complete sys­
tem would embrace :
(1 ) Raw material records. These include milk and cream route 
records and receiving and test records.
(2) Daily processing and finished goods records, showing the 
results o f each churning and accounting daily for all products.
(3 ) Settlement records which consist o f patrons’ statements,
7
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check forms, individual patrons’ accounts and a settlement sheet 
(or cream check register).
(4 ) Financial records, which provide expense and revenue data 
for calculating the settlements or for preparing operating state­
ments. The financial records also'provide data needed in deter­
mining the financial condition of the business, that is, resources, 
liabilities and proprietorship.
Most creameries are provided with fairly adequate records of 
the first three classes, although considerable lack of uniformity 
exists.
This bulletin describes a system of financial records, since it is 
in these that the greatest deficiency exists. The general plan of 
the system and each of the forms comprising it will be discussed 
in the following pages.
GENER AL PLAN OF T H E  FIN A N C IA L RECORDS
The general plan of the system o f financial records described 
herein is that they shall supplement any adequate system o f receiv­
ing, processing and patrons’ settlement records.
The system proper consists of a Cash Receipts and Sales Jour­
nal, a Cash Disbursements and Expense Journal, and a General 
Ledger. All transactions, except butterfat purchases, will be re­
corded in one or another of the above mentioned journals. The 
patrons’ settlement or cream check register, kept by nearly all 
creameries, serves as a butterfat purchases journal, and purchases 
of raw material will be posted to the General Ledger from this 
source.
Another feature of the system is that the General Ledger is o f 
the columnar type, in which control accounts are provided for 
Expenses and Income, details o f which are recorded in special 
journals. It also provides accounts for assets, liabilities and cap­
ital. Only the monthly totals o f expenses, income and butterfat 
purchases are posted to the General Columnar Ledger. Detailed 
accounts are provided in special journals in order that all trans­
actions recorded in them may be completely classified according 
to the accounts affected at the time the original entry is made. The 
expense and income journals also provide for the direct recording 
o f accrual, inventory and other adjustments of sales and expenses.
These journals, therefore, yield net sales and expense figures 
for use directly in the preparation o f  Operating, or Profit and Loss
8
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statements. Likewise, the General Ledger supplies figures to be 
used directly in the preparation of Balance Sheets. All General 
Ledger balances o f asset and liability accounts represent adjusted 
balances. The only calculation necessary in the preparation o f a 
Balance Sheet is the determination of net operating profit or loss 
from the Expense and Income Control Accounts. A  minimum 
amount o f posting is thus involved, and the recording o f adjust­
ing and closing entries is simplified.
Another general feature o f the system is that the effect o f 
operations upon the financial condition is reflected at the end of 
each month simply by transferring a summary from the Cash 
Receipts and Sales journal, from the Cash Disbursements and 
Expense Journal, and from the Patrons Settlement to the General 
Ledger. By this procedure the General Ledger automatically pro­
vides figures for the trial balance at the end of each month. The 
Expense and Income Control accounts, however, remain open until 
the end of the year, at which time their totals will be transferred to 
the Surplus account by closing entries made directly in the General 
Ledger.
Each o f the forms and its use will be described in detail. For 
entries of illustrative transactions, the reader is referred to the 
reproductions of the forms accompanying this bulletin. Refer­
ence to the illustrative transactions will be made from time to 
time, but no attempt will be made to give a detailed description of 
the entire series o f transactions.
DESCRIPTION OF T H E  FORMS AN D  T H E IR  USE  
CASH RECEIPTS AND SALES JOURNAL (Form No. 1)
Examination o f fig. 1 will reveal that the right hand portion 
o f this form.provides columns for classifying the sales of the usual 
creamery products and sidelines. Blank columns also are pro­
vided for recording other sources o f income.
The left hand side o f the form provides columns for Receipts 
of Cash, Debits and Credits to Accounts Receivable, Debits and 
Credits to Drafts Payable, as well as adequate space for explana­
tion. The columns headed Sundry Accounts will be used for 
debits and credits to Balance Sheet accounts for which special 
columns have not been provided. The principal entries which 
will be recorded in these sundry columns are Debits to Accounts 
Receivable Patrons and entries debiting and crediting Dairy Prod-
9
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ucts Inventory when adjusting entries are made for these items 
at the end of the month.
Recording of Cash Receipts and Sales 
The average creamery makes sales of dairy products to the 
local retail trade, to its patrons and to one or more butter dealers 
in eastern markets. Other sources of occasional income are. 
Membership fees, sales of discarded equipment and interest on 
invested funds. All such transactions involving either a sale or a 
receipt of cash are journalized individually or through summary 
entries in the Cash Receipts and 'Sales Journal. The recording 
of each of these types of transactions is discussed briefly below.
Sales to Patrons
The original record of sales to patrons is usually made on order 
slips signed by the patrons. At the end of the period these slips 
are sorted according to patrons, and the amount chargeable to 
each patron is entered opposite his name under “ Deductions” on 
the Patrons Settlement sheet. The total of all such sales is then 
recorded on the Operating Statement under the heading “ Patrons 
Settlement.”  From this source a summary entry for sales to 
patrons is then made in the Cash Receipts and Sales Journal. The 
total is debited to “ Accounts Receivable Patrons”  through the 
Sundry Accounts Debit column, and each of the various sales 
accounts is credited with its respective proportion of the’ total.
Sales to Local Trade
Most creameries will find that the daily sales to local stores are 
too numerous to permit recording them directly on one page in 
the Cash Receipts and Sales Journal. For this reason the Local 
Sales and Cash Record is provided. (See fig. 2, Form No. 6.) 
In it will be recorded original entries for all local sales, other than 
those to patrons. Entries should be made currently on this record 
for all cash sales, charge sales and collections on account. Totals 
from this subsidiary record can be transferred to the Cash Re­
ceipts and Sales Journal daily, weekly or monthly at the discretion 
o f the bookkeeper.
Butter Shipped
Returns for butter shipped to central markets will be entered 
individually in the Cash Receipts and Sales Journal. When a 
draft is drawn against a shipment, the amount of the draft will be 
credited to “ Drafts Payable”  and debited to Cash on the day
10
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that the creamery receives deposit credit for the draft. When the 
account o f sales and check for the balance o f the shipment is re­
ceived, an entry will be made crediting Butter Shipped for the 
total sale and debiting Cash and Drafts Payable. (See illustra­
tive entries.)
M iscellaneous R eceipts o f  Cash
Receipts o f cash from sundry sources may be made either in 
the subsidiary record or directly in the Cash Receipts and (Sales 
Journal. _ In either case, the appropriate account will be credited 
through the Sundry Credit column. From the accountant’s view­
point, it would probably be preferable to enter all such items in the 
Local Sales Record. All receipts of cash, except returns for 
butter shipped, would then be recorded in one journal.
Adjusting and Closing the Cash Receipts and Sales Journal
lhe notations in the lower, left-hand corner o f the Cash Re­
ceipts and Sales Journal indicate the procedure to be followed in 
closing this journal at the end of the month. The first step is to 
total each sales column and to enter the amount opposite “ Totals 
to Summary Sheet.”  Monthly totals will be carried to a summary 
sheet to accumulate yearly totals for use in preparing the annual 
report. One of the regular journal sheets may be used to accu­
mulate the annual totals.
The second step consists o f adding together the totals o f all the 
Dairy Products Sales columns (horizontally) and entering this 
sum in the column .provided for that purpose. Adjustments for 
inventories are next made as indicated in the explanation column. 
The resulting figure represents the net income from creamery 
products for the period.
The remaining column of the journal will next be totaled on 
the last line and the equality o f debits and credits tested. This 
test consists o f adding together the Cash, Accounts Receivable- 
charges, Drafts Payable-debits and Sundry Accounts-debit col­
umns, and comparing this total with the total of the remaining 
columns. (D o  not overlook the fact that the total of all sales of 
dairy products appears on the bottom line in the column headed 
“ Total Dairy Products Income” .)
Posting the Sales Journal
In order that the effect o f the sales for the period may be prop­
erly reflected in the financial statement, it is necessary that every
11
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General Ledger account affected by the operations recorded in this 
Journal show what this effect is. This means that the totals of this 
Journal must first be analyzed in terms of their effect on the bal­
ance sheet accounts. The Recapitulation Sheet provides space for 
this purpose (fig. 7 ).
The posting to the General Ledger is accomplished by carrying 
each of the items from this section of the Recapitulation Sheet 
to its respective account in the General Ledger, using one line 
entirely across both pages for the purpose. Ah exception is to be 
made, however, in the case of the item Supplies Sold. Since pur­
chases o f supplies are recorded in the Expense Journal, accommo­
dation sales of such items should be deducted from the purchases 
in arriving at the net expense for supplies. Sales of supplies, 
therefore, will not be posted to the General Ledger, but to the 
Cash Disbursements and Expense Journal, which provides for 
deducting such items. This point is discussed further in connec­
tion with the description o f the closing of the Expense Journal.
CASH DISBURSEMENTS AND EXPENSE JOURNAL 
(Form No. 2)
This journal is designed to serve as a complete check register 
for all checks written by the creamery, except those written for 
purchases of milk and cream which are summarized on the patrons 
settlement sheet. It is also the book of original entry for all ex­
pense transactions not involving the cash accounts (fig. 3 ).
The right hand page provides space for a detailed classification 
of the various expense items. Column headings indicate the more 
common expenses incurred in creamery operation. N o columns 
are provided for items which occur only once a month, such as 
light and power, depreciation and interest. Such debits will be 
recorded in the Sundry Expense column with proper itemization. 
Blank columns are provided to meet the requirements o f cream­
eries that operate buttermilk dryers, retail whole milk routes or 
that for any other reason may require additional space for 
expenses.
The left hand page of the Cash Disbursement and Expense 
Journal provides columns for bank credits, purchases of sideline 
merchandise and for debits and credits to balance sheet accounts 
most frequently affected by cash disbursements and expense trans­
actions. As in the Sales Journal, a pair o f Sundry Accounts
12
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columns is provided to receive debits and credits to balance sheet 
accounts for which special columns are not provided.
The blank columns may be used for additional accounts as cir­
cumstances demand. For example, if the creamery is construct­
ing a new building, one of the blank columns may be reserved for 
all transactions affecting building costs.
Method of Using the Cash Disbursements and 
Expense Journal
Entries will be made in this journal from day to day for all 
expense checks issued. In each case the bank account will be 
credited, ’ and the appropriate expense or balance sheet account 
will be “ debited.” In the case of checks issued to creditors “ on 
account”  for goods or services previously credited to Accounts 
Payable, care must be taken to debit Accounts Payable. Invoices 
for goods purchased on account may be entered as soon as re­
ceived, crediting Accounts Payable and debiting the appropriate 
expense accounts. While this procedure technically is correct, it 
results in considerable unnecessary duplication o f entries in the 
case of invoices paid during the same month in which supplies 
were received or purchased. This duplication can be reduced by 
keeping a file o f current unpaid invoices and recording as Accounts 
Payable only those items that remain unpaid at the end o f the 
month.
When all expense checks have been entered, the Cash Disburse­
ments and Expense Journal shows a complete record o f disburse­
ments, classified according to their effect on the various asset, 
liability and proprietorship accounts. However, this journal has 
a second important function to perform, i.e., to show the net 
expense for the period. Mere recording o f disbursements does 
not accomplish this purpose. Net expense consists o f goods and 
services used, regardless o f  when purchased and paid for. To 
arrive at a net expense figure it is necessary to take into consid­
eration such items as current unpaid invoices, accrued expense, 
interest, taxes and depreciation, supplies sold and inventories of 
supplies. Recording these adjustments will be.discussed briefly 
in the following paragraphs.
Adjustments of Expense Accounts
Additions to expense for interest, taxes and depreciation are re­
corded by crediting the accrual accounts through the Sundry
13
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Accounts credit column, and debiting Expense through the Sun­
dry Expense columns. The proper lines on which to makes these 
entries are indicated in the explanation column.
After the above items have been entered, all columns to the right 
of the Sundry Accounts column, that is, purchases o f sidelines and 
expense columns, will be totaled on the line labeled Totals to 
Summary Sheet.”  The same procedure will be followed in sum­
marizing expenses as was outlined for the annual summary of 
sales. A  sheet o f the expense journal form may be used for this 
purpose.
To arrive at net expenses chargeable to the period, it is neces­
sary to adjust the total purchases and accruals for inventories and 
supplies sold. This is accomplished by following the notations 
printed in the explanation column. First, the amount of the open­
ing inventory or deferred expense is added to the current total of 
each expense account affected thereby and the sum entered in the 
line below, opposite “ Total.”  The inventory total is recorded as 
a credit to Supplies Inventory through the Sundry Accounts 
column.
These supply account totals represent the value o f the various 
supplies available for use during the month. Not all o f these 
supplies, however, have been used. Some have been sold, and 
others are still on hand. These two items, Supplies Sold and 
Closing Supplies Inventory, are entered on the lines indicated and 
subtracted from the previous total. The resulting figures on the 
Net Expenses line represent the usage of supplies for the cur­
rent period. Totals o f all expense accounts that do not involve 
adjustments are then brought down on the Net Expenses line.4
Balancing and Posting the Cash Disbursements and 
Expense Journal
A fter all entries have been made in this journal, it should be 
tested for equality of debits and credits. The first step in bal­
ancing”  is to add the items opposite Supplies Sold, horizontally, 
and enter the total in the Sundry Accounts-debit column. The 
same procedure is followed with reference to the items on the
4 In most creameries more than one sheet of the Cash Disbursement and Expense 
Journal will he needed to record all transactions of this nature for a month s business. 
As the closing entries in the explanation column are printed m  small type, these lines 
can be used for recording ordinary transactions. Utilizing the printed closing entries 
on the last page needed to record a month’s business, will obviate the need of writing 
these entries in long hand each month. In  case more than one sheet is needed for a 
month’ s business, all columns are totaled at the bottom of the first sheet and carried 
forward to the next sheet in their respective columns.
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Closing Supplies Inventory and Net Expense lines. These three 
totals completely summate the right hand page o f the journal. 
That is, the total of all outlays for or accruals o f supplies and 
services is accounted for as sold, still on hand or charged to 
expense.
All columns on the left hand page should now be totaled and 
the equality of debits and credits tested. A fter the journal is 
balanced, it is summarized on the Recapitulation Sheet in terms 
of debits and credits to General Ledger accounts.5 This journal 
is posted to the General Ledger in the same manner as the Cash 
Receipts and Sales Journal. A s in the posting o f the Sales Jour­
nal, the item Supplies Sold is not posted to the General Ledger. 
The debit for this amount in the Expense Journal is an adjusting 
entry transferring the credit balance in Supplies Sold shown in 
the Sales Journal to the various Supply Purchases accounts in 
the Expense Journal. The .Supplies Sold account is thus merely 
a “ clearing”  account for adjustments to expense accounts arising 
from the sale o f supplies previously charged to Expense. It will, 
therefore, show no balance after the books are closed.
THE GENERAL LEDGER (Form No. 3)
Whereas the two journals, just discussed, provide an original 
record o f current routine transactions o f frequent occurrence and 
accumulate the data on the basis of the classification o f accounts 
recommended, the General Ledger reflects the effects o f all trans­
actions on the financial condition o f the business, as revealed by 
the Statement o f Assets, Liabilities and Net Worth.
Operating the General Ledger 
All business transactions will be recorded from day to day in 
one o f three journals— the Cash Receipts and Sales Journal, the 
Cash Disbursements and Expense Journal or the Patrons Settle­
ment, the latter serving as a raw material Purchases Journal. At 
the end o f the month, summary entries from each of these three 
journals are entered in the General Ledger.: These three journals 
will summarize all regular transactions, except deposits o f cash 
in the bank and payments by check to patrons for butterfat pooled. 
Entries for these transactions will be made directly in the General 
Ledger. In case the creamery issues numerous advance checks 
to patrons, it will be advisable to record the advance checks on a
8 Posting to the General Ledger can be done directly from the journals Errors in 
posting, however, are less likely to occur if the Recapitulation Sheet is used.
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supplementary record and to post the total to the General Ledger 
by a summary entry monthly.
A fter the summary entries discussed above have been recorded, 
entries may be made for any special or unusual transactions or 
adjustments that have not been recorded in any of the special 
journals. The General Ledger should now be balanced by ruling 
completely across the Ledger, immediately beneath the last entry, 
and totaling-all columns. The smaller side o f each account is next 
deducted from the larger and the balance brought below the second 
ruling (fig. 4 ). The total o f all debit balances (balances in left 
hand columns) must then equal the total of all credit balances, 
or balances in right hand columns.
These new balances are all adjusted balances and may be used 
directly in the preparation o f the Balance Sheet, with the single 
exception that the Expense and Income accounts have not been 
closed to a Profit and Loss Account. The totals in these accounts 
will be carried forward until the end of the year and closed only at 
that time. In preparing the monthly Balance Sheets it will be 
necessary to calculate the current net profit or loss to date from 
the balances in the Expense and Income accounts. A  space for 
this purpose is included on the Operating Statement (fig. 6 ).
General Ledger Accounts6
Since the account titles and entries on the illustrative forms 
indicate the use to be made of the various accounts,' only brief 
comments regarding them will be made here.
Cash Accounts
Tw o accounts are provided for cash, i.e., Cash on Hand and 
Cash in Bank. All receipts of cash are to be debited to Cash, 
and as deposits are made the cash account will be credited and 
the bank account debited. Credits to the bank account will be 
recorded when the summary of the Cash Disbursements and E x­
pense Journal, and register o f checks to patrons in payment of 
butterfat accounts are posted.
' As a rule, it is advisable to keep only one bank account on 
which checks are drawn. Such a system simplifies the records 
and reduces the chance of error. I f  more than one checking
6  In opening the General Ledger, a statement of resources and liabilities must first 
be prepared in order to secure balances ■with which to open the various accounts. 
I f  balance sheet accounts have not previously been kept, a complete inventory of all 
assets, liabilities and net worth items -must be taken. (See financial statement 
page 369).
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CASH RECEIPTS AND SALES JOURNAL
3 GASH
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
DRAFTS ON 
BUTTER FIRMS
L.
F.
SUNDRY
ACCOUNTS
SA LE S
SUPPLIES DAIRY PRODUCT8 SIDELINES
DATE
tt3 (o
EXPLANATION Receittd Chargea Collections Paid D™ " Debits Credits Item Amount
Botte»  Shipped Botte»—Patrons Butter- Other Local Butter-
Milk
Milk
Total
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Tanka
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Total <?a/3
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F ig . 1.
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Form  193-16 P-C37293
Iowa State College Creamery System Form No. 6 LO CAL SALES AND CASH RECORD
L. ACCOUNTS REC. CASH SUNDRY DR. BUTTER Butter SUNDRY CR.
F. Charge Paid Received Paid Out Item Sundry Lbs. Amount h$lk Item- Amount
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Fig. 2.
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CASH DISBURSEMENTS AND EXPENSE JOURNAL
A U U ajuJU
L. F.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
HAULERS
L. F
ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE Date
/ 9 3 6
EXPLANATION
Cheek
No.
Bank L. P.
SUNDRY
ACCOUNTS
SIDELINE PURCHASES
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Fig. 3.
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GENERAL LEDGER
Accounts Payable 
Patrons
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Haulers
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Others
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GENERAL LEDGER
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CASH DISBURSEMENTS AND EXPENSE JOURNAL
E X P E N S E S
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GENERAL LEDGER
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RECORD OF SHIPMENTS
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Revised 1937 Iowa State College Cream ery System— Form N o. 5
O PERATIN G  STA T E M E N T
F o r 3 /  io3Cp
E X P E N S E S I N C O M E S E T T L E M E N T
Hauling or Truck Ooeration Butter Sales Total Settlement Forward £ & 4 n O O
Manufacturing Expenses:_________________ Shinned /¿ »  2 .  £Te> Lbs. 4 4 i n 9 7 Add Underpavments
Factory Labor n o o  o Patrons l % 9“it  Lbs. á,3 5
7  /
Less Overpayments S (e4o fl©
______ £usl______________________________ ____ S i Other Local 7 3 4 -  Lbs. AIS in, Advanoed Patrons by
Packages and Liners / i n & ( Closing Inventory l 3 . loC>4 Lbs. 3 * * * 7 Butter 1 1 9 3  Lbs. fTfe
Salt S 9,3 SuppliesT o t a l  "5  /  <54-0 Lbs. < 4 /5 * 9 4 -
______Other S u n n lie s_______________________ _______ 4 ± ¿ h . Less Opening Inventory / O  8 7  ^  Lbs. 3.9X4 n Buttermilk 4 4 o 4
Repairs ■ T o t a l  B u t t e r  2  n  U(S) Lbs. ¿ 2 - 7  4 7 4 r * . .  ^ . ____ 3 ¿ 0 0
Freight and Drayage A 2 n Buttermilk £ 4
Power and Light l i 3CP Cream Sales— Local
DeDreciation— Buildings / a OQ Cream Sales— Shipped
Deoreeiation— Mach, and Eouio. _______S i oo Milk Sales hXn. A3
____ é a
Closing Inventory— Cream, etc. Previous Overdrafts A ° 7
T o t a l
Less Opening Inventory— Cream, etc. . 1(41 o p
T o t a l 0
Total Operating Income This Period 14314 ° 9
T o t a l 4 i 4 11 Previous Undistributed Balance 4 * Total Advances and Deductions Charged !(~>4<a 4-0
Administrative Expenses:______________ Other Income f= 2 -J v *V ‘yV-s rf") 3 3 « 4 Less Current Overdrafts 4 i f i
Office Salaries < h <fO Previous Overpayments Collected ____ â r > o Total Advances and Deductions Collected !r> 4  2 . (S
_______Office Sunnlies _____________________ __________1 S I B a l a n c e  P a y a b l e  P a t r o n s t j - s n X S
Insurance ________ là. Xa T o t a l  D is t r ib u t a b l e  I n co m e h 4 6 3 ç>Ce STATISTICS OF OPERATION
Postage. Tel eg. and Tel. __________à QQ Expenses Cliarged to Operations 4 9 2 OO
. Interest A & $ Balance for Distribution £9SS ____ Q_
Taxes 1 4 9A> Previous Underpayments Paid l  (oCoOO
_______ ' f a  a^J____________________________________ . £ ¿ 5 Paid Cash Patrons ¿jO O L bs. / S o Í.O Íb Í*-}
__________ L S o Net Balance for Distribution £ 7  n s Otfo 4 o h i
______■__________________________________________________ __________¿ a s2 Butterfat ; »  non  Lbs. @  3G> c . 3 l ö e o 3 4 . 6
----------2 a > c i » . V t  a a ^ 8 . ____ £ o  ft Butterfat U cv n o L b s. @  "3 4  c H o  4 o OO Sn. 3
_____ $ 0 * ^ 9  P i mm . / 6 o T o t a l  S e t t l e m e n t OO S .  4
Undistributed Balance IMS. S X . 9
Excess Paid 3 . 0
RECONCILIATION OF UND ISTRIBU TED  BALANCE TO  D ATE Distributable Balance per Lb Fat— cts. V Ç - 4
T o t a l l o o i s Dairy Products Income— G. L. ¿ L a / 9 3 f o 3  g .  1
T o t a l  E x p e n s e s  I n c u r r e d ____ 6 i 4 9 4 Other Income— G. L. °8 A o 3 .o S n . 8
CkajtA «A , -h> 0 ^ 1  A. n-t.' 4<ur OO Butterfat Purchases— G. L. / V A 'T I . 9 3 ,
0 i f  - M  T vrhACAta.A<i. ClCfilsvmt. i f 4 Expenses Charged to Operation— G. L. /b 9 X o o Z a o n o f ? ,
a  ■ , T  .  ( T
VsJUJunU) i& n r r Undis. Bal. (or Excess Paid) to date
j
/ 3  6
T otfrJL ¿ 0 4 7Z
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RECA PITU LA TIO N
F o r 1 9 - iI p t o ----- dl , li>3_ir»
G EN ERAL JOURNAL E N T R Y  FOR  
CASH RECEIPTS A N D  SALES JOURNAL
G EN ERAL JOURNAL E N T R Y  FOR  
CASH D ISBURSEM ENTS A N D  EX P EN SE JOURNAL G EN ERAL JOURNAL E N T R Y  FOR SETTLE M EN T
A c c o u n t . L. F. Debit Credit A c c o u n t il. F. * Debit Credit A c c o u n t L. F. Debit Credit
Cash ________________________________ y 5 V 7 4 7 a . Accounts Payable— Haulers U0 M 3 S '/ Butterfat Purchases l / S?i>£/G OO
Accounts Receivable ✓ / » a 7 6 Accounts Payable <s / S o i l l Overdrafts (Current) ✓ ____t± qp
Drafts on Butter Firms J t /o o Sideline Purchases U* o o
Accounts Receivable— Patrons ______ 2 CL SuDDlies Sold ____L (X
Dairv Products Inventory * ____ 2 3 SuDDlies Inventory # 7
, PüBÇÇSÇ S m X S
Oo
_____ A . „ ¿ 2 O # ✓
✓ S o o 90 ✓ /O O o o
----- / -  -I~ r$LnsLn+i j ✓ . -3 ^  o / ¿ > x OO
Accounts Receivable f  & O a g ✓ Revolving Fund ✓
Drafts on Butter Firms ✓ S y o o OQ 1 / /S log Accts. Receivable— Patrons y kS-L
Dairv Products Inventory ✓ J t ?  4- n / vLajLStjx* A9Tj[»J AQjLuÀJ: £ /■  ex' 3 ? n Cash Advances y d o
SuDDlies Sold / m
¿ T  i
Overdrafts (Previous) y s O l
Dairv Products Income !/■ ¿>323 Accts. Payable—Patrons , / a s m
“ t -
Sideline Sales ✓ 3 5 So T o t a l 0.S a ?
T o t a l s i f i . lo CfafUJLûl fàij, $7.^  J £ SU N D R Y INFORM ATION
D A IR Y  PRODUCTS IN VEN TO R Y Qouosl^ . C\JlJ)Uvw
BU TTER IN  TRA N SIT
Accounts Payable ¡s oo
Shipment
No.
Date
ShiDDed Pounds Net €a Inventory Value Depr. Reserve—Buildings ✓ to 6 O {¡¿ujxXjUiLëSIr » r i n .  ojii y  IKo .oc
____ 11___ __ S U S _Jc .2, iS S b 09 Depr. Reserve—Mchy. & Equip. ✓ ____3L oo So OO y
________Cl— ¿/¿to *t/c,o ________ISSO 0 o Accrued Interest ix’ 3 ss l£ o oo i /
Accrued Taxes ✓ ____¿/¿_ fa IR o o o
Supplies Inventory ✓ ¿¿•/» C»o
Banks y jLltoO Aft-
T o t a l s 53 3.7 s± _ 3321 S t.
Total In Transit __________ 9 Z 9 5 2Z<?o oo IN VEN T O R Y  OF SID ELIN E M ERCHANDISE!
Butter on Hand Items Quantity @ Amount
Tubs .3a ^ 59
O. Prints <3*<f So/
Boxes /Xr> s S go
T o t a l  B u t t e r
Butterfat In Cream
T o t a l  D a i r y  P r o d u c t s  I n v e n t o r y 3 m * 1 T o t a l
Fig. 6.
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SUPPLY INVENTORY
R evised  1937 Iow a S ta te  C ollege C ream ery System — F erra  N o. 5A
IT E M S
O N  H A N D O N  H A N D
____ , 1 9 .4 fe
O N  H A N D O N  H A N D
Quantity Price Value Quantity Price Value Quantity Price Value Quantity Price Value
Coal O K t 10. oo 5 o o
Salt f b u t j g j ^ ^ 3 .< £ \(o0% S oo* Ol6 IO o o
Packages and Liners
Butter Tubs 3loo 31 t 7 6 oo n s 3S* loie So
Tub Liners )O o e > *22.oo*\ 3.2 DO *Too 2^2.00*! (5 4o
Circles
Tub Tins ' l o c o 4 OO 4*00 1 Ko
Print Cartons ? A A n 4. Son 13 4 ° 4 oo 4.50*1 ____L ti°
Print Wrappers 43000 1.00*> 43 QQ 4onoo /. 00*1 *£o OO
Parchment Rolls / l . / g a / /? o ? . / 8 j ? l
Total tbo 6 ? I V a a
Other Supplies:
Washing Powders % i4 °s * + 7 oo I U jLc ^/4.0 0 A l OO
A cid io  daJL 7 k * ____2 bo b qoSL. nb<t 3 ? o
Acid Carboys 1 Ì3 . o o a
-------- 7 --------
/ S '.  oo ____£ o o
Brushes 4 . 2 0 o to 1 7 °
Neutralizer - k - U J U i l I ' U j u . 2 S ? ° o o
Butter Color 3 oaX 7 . S o 7
Boiler Compound I
Sweeping Compound 7 . 7 Î 3
Oil
Ammonia
Brine Salt l . s * 7 tfo
Total K 7 o 4] o o
Office Supplies o o i s o o
4 $ 7.Vbft
"  i
Total
Grand Total 4 4 o Go 3 & y S'l
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account is maintained, care m ust be exercised to see that checks 
and deposits are entered in the proper bank account. I f  it is 
deemed advisable to carry m ore than one bank account for pur­
poses o f  accumulating savings or reserve funds, blank accounts 
are provided which m ay be used for this purpose. It is recom ­
mended that before such funds are disbursed, they be transferred  
to the regular checking account, thus avoiding writing checks on 
special bank accounts.
Accounts Receivable
1 hree control accounts o f receivables are carried in the General 
Ledger Trade, Patrons and Overdrafts.
u Accounts Receivable— Trade. This account is a summary or 
control account of all transactions arising from sales on account' 
to the local trade.
Accounts Receivable— Patrons. All sales to patrons that are to 
be deducted from their cream checks and collections thereof are 
cleared through Accounts Receivable— Patrons.
Patrons Overdrafts. All current overdrafts by patrons and 
collections thereof are cleared through this account. Since all 
items sold to patrons during any given period are deducted from 
the settlement at the end of that period, no balance will appear in 
the Accounts Receivable— Patrons account when the books are 
closed. Any such balance due will appear as a Patrons Overdraft 
on the records.
Inventory Accounts
Tw o inventory accounts are carried, one for dairy products and 
one for supplies. The Dairy Products Inventory account shows 
the value o f dairy products on hand and in transit at the time the 
records are closed. The account receives its entries from the Cash 
Receipts and Sales Journal summary when posted at the end o f 
t e month. Space is provided on the Recapitulation Sheet for 
showing in detail the composition o f the Dairy Products Inventory.
The Supplies Inventory account reflects the value of unused 
supplies on hand when the books are closed. It receives its entries 
from the summary posting o f the Cash Disbursements and Expense 
Journal. The value o f unexpired insurance is included in Supplies 
Inventory. A  special form (N o. 5a) is provided for recording 
in detail the items which compose the Supplies Inventory (fig. 8 ). 
When sidelines such as cans and cheese are handled, adjust-
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merits m ust also be made fo r  inventories o f  these items. Such  
inventories m ay be included in the Supplies Inventory in which 
case Sideline Purchases would be adjusted to yield net cost o f sa es 
directly in the Cash Disbursem ents and Expense Journal, bince 
most creameries prefer to close sideline accounts only at the en 
o f the year, however, it will be preferable to carry a special Side­
line Inventory account in the General Ledger and to record adjust­
ing entries therein.
Fixed Assets
T w o  accounts are provided fo r  recording investments in fixed  
assets, one fo r  Land and Buildings and one for M achinery and 
Equipm ent. In  each case a corresponding Reserve fo r  Deprecia­
tion Account is provided. Th ese accounts are sum m ary accoun s, 
and it is contemplated that subsidiary records will be kept show­
ing the detail o f the contents of the fixed assets, accounts and
accumulated depreciation thereon.
A ll purchases o f fixed assets will be debited to the above asset 
accounts when the sum m ary o f the Cash Disbursem ents and E x ­
pense Journal is posted. Credits to Reserves for Depreciation will 
be posted from  the same source. A n y  item of fixed assets dis­
posed o f will be credited to the proper asset account at purchase 
price. Debits to the Reserve fo r  Depreciation accounts wi e 
entered only when depreciated assets are discarded. Purchases 
o f new equipment cannot be entered properly as debits to  Reserve
fo r  Depreciation. /  _  , , *
F or exam ple, suppose that the M achinery a n d  Equipm ent -  
count contains, am ong other items, a ch u m  which cost $ l ,0 0 a  
T h e churn has been in use 10 years and has been déprécia e 
oercent per year. T h is  churn is discarded and replaced by a new  
churn costing $1 ,200 . T o  properly record the facts, one entry 
should be m ade directly in the General L edger to  charge off the 
old ch u m , crediting M achinery and Equipm ent $ 1 ,0 0 0  and debit­
ing Reserve fo r  Depreciation on M achinery and Equipm ent $1 ,000 . 
T h is assum es that the old churn has no residual value T h e  pur­
chase o f the new ch u m  should be recorded in the Cash D isburse­
ment and Expense Journal, debiting M achinery and Equipm ent 
$ 1 ,200  and crediting the Bank account a like amount.
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Liability Accounts
Most of the liability accounts carried are the usual accounts of 
any business— Notes Payable, Accounts Payable and Accrued In­
terest and Accrued Taxes. Four accounts are carried with credi­
tors: Accounts Payable— Patrons, Accounts Payable— Haulers, 
Accounts Payable— Others, and Drafts Payable. Except for cor­
recting entries, which may be necessary from time to time, these 
accounts will receive entries only when journal summaries are 
posted.
Frequently the amount due patrons for butterfat is not deter­
mined until some time after the end of the month, and when de­
termined and the checks are issued, the amount is credited directly 
to the Bank account. This failure to use the Accounts Payable 
Patron account results in a statement o f assets and liabilities 
which is somewhat misleading, since it does not show the cream­
ery s liability to patrons as o f the end of the month. Even though 
the final entry is deferred until after the settlement for the butter- 
fat delivered during that month has been calculated, the books 
may be made to show the actual facts as o f the last o f the month 
by crediting the amount due patrons to the Accounts Payable 
Patrons account. This account will be debited and the Bank ac­
count credited later, when the checks are actually issued. This 
entry is made directly in the General Ledger.
The Drafts Payable account is credited with all drafts drawn 
against butter firms, and it is debited with all payments o f these 
drafts as they are deducted from returns. A  credit balance in 
this account represents outstanding claims o f butter firms against 
proceeds o f butter shipments, returns for which had not been 
received. Such shipments are included in the Dairy Products 
Inventory as o f the monthly closing date, at their net market value.
The Accrued Interest and Accrued Taxes accounts will be 
credited with monthly allowance made therefor when the summary 
o f the Cash Disbursements and Expense Journal is posted. They 
will be debited from the same source with all payments o f interest 
and taxes. Payments o f interest and taxes are not charged directly 
to the Interest and Taxes Expense accounts but to the Accrual or 
Reserve accounts set up for that purpose. An allowance is made 
for these items each month to allocate these expenses to each settle­
ment period with a minimum o f adjusting entries. I f  proper care 
is exercised in calculating the monthly allowances, the necessity
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for year-end adjustments for such accruing items can be avoided 
entirely. In case such adjustments are necessary they may be 
made directly in the General Ledger.
Proprietorship Accounts
Proprietorship accounts taken together represent the equity of 
the members or stockholders in the business. Organizations with 
capital stock will keep accounts with capital stock, treasury stock 
and surplus. In non-stock organizations, the method of financing 
used will determine the accounts to be kept. Redeemable mem­
berships will be recorded in a Membership account or Membership 
Certificates. An account will be kept for Certificates of Indebted­
ness if they are used as a means of raising capital. I f the capital 
is revolved by means of specific deductions from cream checks, a 
Revolving Fund Deductions account will be needed.
Where creameries buy cream outright, surplus income is dis­
tributed as patronage dividends. If such dividends are left in the 
business to revolve the capital, an account with Deferred Patron­
age Dividends will be needed. In addition to the above, all types 
o f associations will need a Surplus account and, in most cases, an 
Educational Fund account.
Each of the commonly used capital accounts will be described 
briefly, those used by non-stock associations first.
Membership Certificates
All sales o f redeemable memberships will be credited to the 
Membership Certificates account, and it will be debited when a 
membership is terminated and the purchase price of the certificate 
is refunded and the certificate cancelled. Membership fees that 
are not refundable should be recorded as sundry income, because 
such fees are not a part o f the capital structure.
Revolving Fund Deductions account is credited at the end of 
each month with current deductions from cream checks to provide 
capital. The account will be debited when certificates are issued to 
members for the deductions made. The credit balance at a given 
time represents a capital obligation not yet evidenced in any other 
manner.
Certificates of Indebtedness
This account is credited when certificates are issued for any of 
the deductions mentioned in the preceding paragraph or when
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certificates are sold outright for cash at the time of organization 
or subsequently. The account will be debited when any payments 
are made on such certificates.
Educational Fund
Income appropriated or reserved for teaching cooperation is 
credited to the Educational Fund account. It will be debited with 
expenditures for educational work.
Surplus
Any income undistributed at the end of the year will be credited 
to the Surplus account. It will also be credited with any adjust­
ments o f previous years’ operations, the effect o f which is to in­
crease the net worth. The account will be debited with annual 
operating losses and with adjustments that decrease the net worth. 
A . credit balance represents accumulated undistributed net income
retained in the business— that has not been appropriated or re­
served for specific purposes.
Expedient as it may be, it is not consistent with cooperative 
principles for a cooperative association to accumulate a large un­
allocated surplus rather than to require patrons to contribute cap­
ital on an equitable basis.7 Every cooperative should, however, 
maintain a reasonable reserve to absorb unpredictable expenses or 
losses. The Iowa cooperative laws require that limited amounts 
o f each year s income be retained for this purpose.
Creameries with capital stock will require a Capital Stock ac­
count, and in some cases a Treasury Stock account, in addition to 
the Surplus and Educational Fund accounts described above.
Capital Stock
The Capital Stock account will be credited with sales o f shares 
o f capital stock. All ordinary capital stock transactions will be 
journalized in one of the three journals and entries in the ledger 
accounts will be made when the journal summaries are posted. 
When shares are purchased by the company they become treasury 
stock, which is usually carried in a separate account. I f  stock is 
permanently retired as purchased, the debit at par value will be 
made directly to the Capital Stock account, and the difference, if 
any, between purchased price and par value may be carried directly
7 Robotka, Frank and Laughlin, Gordon C. “ Cooperative Organization of I o w a  
Farmers Creameries, Farm Credit Administration, Cooperative Division Bui Ì4  pp. 28-51, particularly pp. 50-51. -^vision, cu i. ±4,
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to the Surplus account if such transactions are infrequent and the 
amount involved is not important. The credit balance in the Cap­
ital Stock account, less Treasury Stock if any, represents the value 
at par of stock outstanding.
Expense and Income Accounts
The. General Ledger carries only control accounts for Income 
and Expense. The specific accounts carried are Expenses, Butter- 
fat Purchases, Dairy Products Income, Sidelines— Purchases and 
Sales, and Miscellaneous Income. These accounts receive monthly 
totals when the three journal summaries are posted. The totals of 
these accounts are accumulated until the end of the fiscal year, at 
which time all o f them will be closed to the Surplus Account. For 
example, suppose that the balances in these accounts at the end
o f the year are as follow s:
Dr. Cr.
Expenses $ 10,000
Butterfat Purchases 90,000
Dairy Products income $101,000
Sidelines 50
Miscellaneous income 50
The accounts will be closed to Surplus by the following entry in 
the General Ledger:
Dairy Products income 
Sidelines
Miscellaneous income 
Expenses
Butterfat Purchases 
Surplus
Dr. Cr.
$101,000 
50 
50
$ 10,000 
90,000 
1,100
$ 101,100 $ 101,100
The amount to be closed to surplus is the difference between 
total income and total costs, which in this illustration is a net 
income of $1,100. If the operations had resulted in a net loss, 
the amount thereof would have been debited to Surplus. The 
General Ledger accounts thus provide for accumulating totals of 
income and expenses under five major headings only. The accu­
mulation o f expenses and income on the basis o f a more detailed 
classification is accomplished by means of the Summary Sheets 
referred to in the discussion of the journals.
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RECORD OF SHIPMENTS (Form No. 4) 
lhe  Record of Shipments is neither a journal nor a ledger. It 
is a supplementary record of certain detailed information regard­
ing shipments not revealed by the Journal and Ledger entries for 
such transactions. Notations regarding each shipment should be 
made in the Record of Shipments as indicated by the column head- 
ings (fig. 5). Information, such as date o f sale, selling price, gross 
proceeds, deductions for freight and other charges and net pro­
ceeds, is recorded when returns are received. The record then 
provides detailed information regarding all shipments. The only 
entries regarding shipments that will be made in the Cash Receipts 
and Sales Journal are those for drafts drawn and net returns 
received. (See page 354.)
THE OPERATING STATEMENT (Form No. 5)
The Operating Statement serves a dual purpose in the Iowa 
State College Creamery Accounting system. Its first function is 
to serve as a working sheet on which to assemble the details of 
expenses and income necessary to calculate the balance available 
for distribution and the price to be paid patrons for butterfat 
delivered during the pool period.
Expense and income data are obtained directly from the corre­
sponding journals; hence, they are an integral part o f the financial 
data o f the organization.
The second function o f the Operating Statement is to serve as 
a Profit and Loss or Net Income statement. A fter the balance 
available for distribution has been determined, the settlement to 
be made with each patron is calculated on the Patrons Settlement 
sheet. The total of the individual settlements is entered in the 
space provided therefor on the Operating Statement and deducted 
from the balance available for distribution. The remaining bal­
ance, either positive or negative, is then carried forward and 
absorbed during the subsequent period. This statement thus be­
comes a Profit and Loss Statement (fig. 6 ).
Although the net results will be the same, the sequence o f the 
steps leading to the final net balance differs from that followed in 
usua\ accounting practice. In a cooperative creamery, the usual 
practice is to distribute among the patrons, in the form of pay­
ments for butterfat, all income in excess o f expenses and reserves 
either monthly or semi-monthly. Hence, the sequence:
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Gross Income minus Expenses equals Balance for Distribution, 
minus Payments for butterfat equals undistributed balance, or net 
Profit or Loss.
T H E  A N N U A L  REPORT
The annual report summarizes the results of operations for the 
year, as revealed by the financial and statistical records.
The form of annual report most widely used by cooperative 
creameries in Iowa conveys three types o f information, namely: 
Statement of the financial condition— the Balance Sheet; state­
ment of the financial results of operations—-the Operating State­
ment or Profit and Loss Statement, and Operating Statistics.
T H E  B A L A N C E  S H E E T
The Balance Sheet shows the financial standing o f the associa­
tion as of the last day of the fiscal year. It shows the assets, 
liabilities and net worth. The data needed in preparing the finan­
cial statement consist o f the balances in the General Ledger ac­
counts, after all the expense and income accounts have been closed 
to Surplus.
T H E  O P E R A T I N G  S T A T E M E N T
The Operating or Profit and Loss Statement is a summary 
showing the details and the net financial result of the business 
transacted during the year. Data for this statement are found on 
the summary sheets previously referred to in the discussion o f the 
Income and Disbursement journals. Totals of the sales of dairy 
products for the income section o f the Operating Statement are 
obtained directly from the summary sheet. A fter the total sales 
have been adjusted for Dairy Product inventories on the Operat­
ing Statement, the net income must agree with the balance of the 
Dairy Products Income account in the General Ledger.
The totals on the Gash Disbursements and Expense Journal 
summary sheet represent expenditures for the various expense 
items. T o  obtain the amount o f net expense for the year, three 
adjustments must be made: Add the inventory o f supplies as of 
the first of the year; subtract the inventory o f supplies as o f the 
end o f the year, and subtract the sales of supplies as shown by the 
Sales Journal Summary sheet. The total of the resulting net ex­
penses must agree with the balance o f the Expense Account in the
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General Ledger. The value o f butterfat purchases is taken directly 
trom the account o f that name in the General Ledger.
S T A T IS T IC S  O F  O P E R A T I O N
The third section o f the report presents statistical information 
and ratios regarding operations. The poundage data for use in 
this section are summarized on the Cash Receipts summary sheets.
he average overrun, prices received and prices paid shown on the 
annual report should be calculated from annual totals rather than 
from monthly averages.
On the following pages is a reproduction o f the annual report 
ot an Iowa creamery, which it is hoped will not only be helpful 
as a guide but will promote the standardization of annual reports
B L A N K  C O O P E R A T I V E  C R E A M E R Y  A S S O C IA T IO N  
Financial Statement, D ec. 31, 1936
Current
Cash on Hand...........
a s s e t s
Cash in Bank . . . .
Accounts Receivable Trade.
Accounts Receivable Locker Dept 
Dairy Products Inventory. .
.
Supplies Inventory.
Patrons’ Overdrafts . . . .
Total Current Assets.........
! 7,560.29Fixed Assets 
Real Estate.............
$ 540.97
$
Building .........
Equipment . . .
Less Depreciation......... •$ 19,065.09
Investments . .  . $ 8,685.99 9,226.96
Total Assets................
$ 227.68
Current
Accounts Payable Patrons. . . T -
LIABILITIES
$ 17,014.93
Accounts Payable Haulers.........
Accounts Payable Others..
Advances Payable. . . . . . .
Accrued Interest......... - 65.00 45.00
. |Accrued Directors’ Fees. . 194.33
Total Current Liabilities........... $ 7,521.41
Total Liabilities. . .  .
6,861.09
Net Worth 
Membership Fees. . .
$ 14,382.50
Previous Surplus . . .
1936 Undistributed Balance . . .
Total Net W orth .. .
2,632.43
17.014.93
Total Liabilities and Net Worth
$
$
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BLANK COOPERATIVE CREAMERY ASSOCIATION 
Operating Statement—Jan. 1, 1936-Dec. 31, 1936
Income
Butter Shipped............................. .
Butter Sold Patrons....................
Butter Sold Locally ......................
Butter Inventory Dec. 31, 1936
$ 93,496.55 
10,573.98 
5,608.61 
3,927.52
, , $113,606.66
Total ............................................ .. ■ • - ........................................... 3  424.36
Less Butter Inventory Jan. 1, 1936..........................................  ’
Total Butter Income
Butterm ilk................
Cream ...........
$110,182.30
449.95
97.36
Total Dairy Products Income $110,729.61
$ 3,168.42
624.63 
2,187.18 
149.59 
877.44 
306.92 
107.77 
42.97 
698.68 
780.00
$ 8,943.60
Administrative and General Expense
.........$ 510.00
103.45
126.00
70.70
109.27
99.00
90.00
196.80
Advertising and Donations............. 108.80245.20
52.88
12.10
17.88
6.15
7.28
34.89
Total Administrative Expense . . . .
Total Expense........................................................
Balance Available for Distribution..................
Paid Patrons for Butterfat...............................
Undistributed Balance from Dairy Products
$ 10,734.00
$ 99,995.61 
98,550.63
$ 1,444.98
Less Expenses 
Manufacturing
Labor ........... ................................
F u e l ......... .......................................
Packages and L in ers..................
Salt ................................................
Other Supplies........... ...................
Repairs .....................................• *.•
Freight and Drayage.................
Water ...........................................
Light and Power.........................
Depreciation ...............................
Total Manufacturing Expenses
Pins Other Income
Profit on Cheese . .  
Profit on Stock . . .  
Miscellaneous . . . .
$ 27.68
40.70 
31.68 100.06
Undistributed Balance 1,545.04
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Jan. 1, 1936-Dec. 31, 1936
Butter Shipped....................
Butter Sold Patrons.........
Butter Sold Locally......... . V '
Butter Inventory Dec. 31, 1936
286,848 lbs. 
30,602 lbs. 
16,582 lbs. 
11,202 lbs.
Total ........................................
Less Butter Inventory Jan. l , 1936 345,234 lbs. 9,730 lbs.
Total B utter...........................
Butterfat Purchased...........
Less Butterfat sold in cream 271,312 lbs. 259 lbs.
335,504 lbs.
Butterfat Churned
271,053 lbs.
Overrun
Overrun . 64,451 lbs.
23.8%
32.59c
34.55c
33.82c
32.84c
40.81c
3.95c
36.86c
36.32c
Undistributed Balance per lb. Butterfat..
.54c
A L L O C A T IO N  OF EXPENSES TO SE TTLEM EN T
PERIODS
Most farmers’ creameries aim to distribute among patrons at the 
end o f each settlement period all o f the income over and above 
actual costs and reserves. Problems arise, however, in attempt­
ing to determine “ actual costs.”  Even among creameries that 
attempt to adhere strictly to the cost principle, wide differences 
exist in the manner in which it is applied. Since the methods of 
allocating expenses used may have considerable influence on the 
pnce paid patrons for butterfat, many complaints o f unfair com­
petition could be eliminated if the creameries used a more nearly 
uniform method. -
; Most o f the difficulty arises because many expense items are not 
incurred or paid in the different settlement periods in amounts 
t at are proportional to volume. Expenditures for many expense 
items occur in irregular amounts from period to period and 
volume of business varies from season to season and from year
Usual creamery supplies, power and similar items tend to be 
consumed in an amount that is approximately proportional to 
volume. The problem, however, centers around salaries and labor 
of year-around employes and other items of expenditures which
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are made in fairly uniform monthly amounts regardless o f vol­
ume— and items such as buildings, equipment, taxes, insurance, 
repairs and others, expenditures which are made either annually 
or at longer and irregular intervals o f time. H ow  should these 
irregular items and the so-called “ fixed charges ’ be spread over 
the years and over the operating periods within the year?
As a matter o f expediency, the cost of a building that is esti­
mated to serve for 20 years is usually spread over the 20-year 
period in uniform annual amounts. This makes time the basis 
of allocation. Likewise, it is a common practice to break up such 
annual amounts among the settlement periods within the year 
again on a time basis, that is, one-twelfth o f the annual amount 
is added to the expenses for each month. In practically no case, 
however, would a creamery consider charging against each month s 
business one-twelfth o f the annual cost o f  supplies. Supplies are 
usually charged against each period, at least approximately, on 
the basis of actual consumption, which is practically proportional 
to volume. Hence, volume o f production becomes the 'basis of 
spreading such costs.
I f  the product basis is considered not only equitable but sound 
in principle, why not apply the same principle to the other costs? 
It seems reasonable to assume that each pound of the annual vol­
ume receives proportional benefits from the annual total of fixed
charges. .
Many operators have found that the time basis o f allocating
expenses is not satisfactory, and recent research studies8 show 
that in many cases where this method is used, the price actually 
paid for butterfat differs from the price that could be paid as thus 
calculated. In other words, there is a tendency to “ overpay”  dur­
ing the low volume season and to “ underpay * during the large 
volume season. Although this practice may to some extent be 
dictated by competitive policies, there is no doubt that in many 
cases it is followed because it is recognized that allocating expenses 
on a time basis is inequitable, since it results in assessing a rela­
tively higher per unit cost during the slack season than during the
flush season. .
While the end sought is fully justified, it is a question whether
such an arbitrary adjustment o f the price paid is a desirable sub-
Washington, D. C., pp. 79-86.
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stitute for a more satisfactory basis of allocating expenses. This 
method provides no basis for determining what part of the over 
or under-payment legitimately may be regarded as an “ adjust­
ment designed to distribute the expenses more equitably, and 
what part represents an actual competitive operating gain or loss.
The question as to what constitutes an equitable distribution of 
expenses is discussed at some length in Bui. 14, “ Cooperative 
Organization of Iowa Farmers* C r e a m e r i e s . E v e n  a year may 
be too short a period, but it is a more satisfactory basis for allocat­
ing expenses than the usual pool period. In other words, would it 
not be more equitable to assess each pound o f butterfat processed 
during the year the same amount of expenses, which amount would 
be the annual average cost?
The annual average cost also would then provide a more rational 
basis for competition. The balance available after allowance has 
been made for expenses at the annual average rate per pound 
would then represent an amount which it is expected will actually 
be distributed to patrons. Any deviation then from such price as 
the available balance justifies would represent a competitive gain 
or loss. And any difference between the amount of costs actually 
incurred or advanced”  and the amount of expenses charged 
against a given pool period, would provide a definite measure o f 
the extent to which the amount o f expenses charged against cur­
rent pools is being adjusted to equalize the expense burden.
In the discussion o f the Cash Disbursement and Expense Jour­
nal it was assumed that expenses would be deducted from income 
in each period in the generally prevailing manner, i.e., as actually 
incurred or advanced. It will in any case be desirable that the 
financial records continue to show expenses as incurred, including 
depreciation, interest and tax accruals allocated on a time basis, in 
order that the actual status of all such accounts may be reflected 
from month to month. For calculating settlements, however, provi­
sion has been made in the General Ledger and on the Operating 
Statement for deducting expenses at the annual average rate per 
pound. I f  this method is adopted the procedure previously out­
lined should be modified as follows i The blank column in the 
Expense and Income section of the General Ledger should be 
headed Expense Charged to Operation.
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After the Ledger has been posted an additional entry should be 
made crediting Expenses Incurred and debiting Expenses 
Charged to Operations for the total of expenses charged to the 
current pool. Thus, if 20,000 pounds of butterfat were processed 
and the average expense is 3 cents per pound, the a m o u n t  involved 
in the above entry would be $600. A  debit balance in the E x­
penses Incurred account will then represent Deferred Expense 
and a credit balance, Reserve for Expenses.
On the Operating Statement similar facts will be recorded. 
Instead o f deducting the total of expenses incurred from the in­
come to determine the balance for distribution, an amount equal 
to the average rate per pound times the number o f pounds of but­
terfat received will be used. The difference between the total ex­
pense incurred and the amount deducted from income on the 
Operating Statement then represents the increase or decrease in 
deferred expense for the period. The blank lines at the bottom of 
the expense section of the Operating Statement may be utilized to
show these facts as follows:
Expenses incurred $750.00
Expenses charged to operations • 600.00
Increase in deferred expense $150.00
Previous deferred expense 300.00
Total Deferred Expense $450.00
A  creamery using this method o f allocating expenses should not 
hesitate to make adjustments in the per unit charge for expense 
from time to time if changing conditions dictate that adjustments 
be made. Unusual fluctuations in volume from year to year or in 
prices of supplies may make such changes necessary. Unwar­
ranted deferment of expense should not be permitted to occur. In 
any case, the per unit charge should be so calculated as to provide 
a reasonable margin of safety.
Under this plan, the Expenses Incurred account in the General 
Ledger will show an increasing debit balance during the small 
volume season. As volume begins to increase, the balance will 
shift to the credit side and will accumulate as a reserve created to 
absorb expense deferments during the remainder of the year.
It is not expected, o f course, that the allowance for expenses can
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be so accurately estimated that the account will balance at the end 
of the year. Any remaining balance at the end o f the year may be 
carried forward to the following year or it may be closed to 
Surplus. The condition o f  the account at the end of the year will 
indicate what, if any, adjustment should be made in the per unit 
rate the following year.
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